Effect of Surface Properties on Colloid Retention on Natural and Surrogate Produce Surfaces.
Bacterial contamination of fresh produce is a growing concern in food industry. Pathogenic bacteria can attach to and colonize the surfaces of fresh produce and cause disease outbreaks among consumers. Surface properties of both bacteria and produce affect bacterial contamination; however, the effects of produce roughness, topography, and hydrophobicity on bacterial retention are still poorly understood. In this work, we used spherical polystyrene colloids as bacterial surrogates to investigate colloid retention on and removal (by rinsing) from fresh produce surfaces including tomato, orange, apple, lettuce, spinach, and cantaloupe, and from surrogate produce surface Sharklet (a micro-patterned polymer). All investigated surfaces were characterized in terms of surface roughness and hydrophobicity (including contact angle and water retention area measurements). The results showed that there was no single parameter that dominated colloid retention on fresh produce, yet strong connection was found between colloid retention and water retention and distribution on all the surfaces investigated except apple. Rinsing was generally not efficient in removing colloids from produce surfaces, which suggests the need to modify current cleaning procedures and to develop novel contamination prevention strategies. This work offers a physicochemical approach to a food safety problem and improves understanding of mechanisms leading to produce contamination.